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A Dedicated Teacher 

 

  I have a dedicated teacher I want to talk about. You’re probably wondering who’s it 

going to be. I will give you some clues to find out. So, what are you waiting for? Get 

reading! 

 

  For now, I’ll call this teacher “He”. He is old and will be retiring soon, which is really 

depressing, since he is the best teacher that has ever taught me, yet. He has wrinkly 

skin, but don’t let that deceive you. He is a great athlete, he always wears a pair of 

sports trousers and a pair of trainers. He also wears a pair of square glasses.  

Sometimes, he wears a shirt, you know the one with buttons on it? While sometimes 

he wears gym clothes, which I didn’t know was a thing until I looked it up online.  

Anyways, he was my Chinese teacher before, but after the epidemic, he became my 

PE (Physical Education) teacher as well. When he teaches Chinese, he’ll entertain us 

by telling us interesting things and during PE class, he’ll let us have fun and play 

interesting games. But one specific thing makes him my favourite teacher. I’m not 

good at Chinese (I hope to change that from now) that’s why I usually get BAD grades.  

I remember in one particular examination I did terribly bad and failed. I was sad, but 

the next day after we got our examination scores, instead of being mad at me, he 

said that maybe I am able to do better. Next time I did improve. All of these 

improvements were because of my teacher and all the exercises he gave me. 

 

  This teacher gave me courage to study and was always there for me. And, he is ….. 

Mr. Wu! Yes, it’s him! I hope in the future he can still be my teacher. 

 


